Chicago District Golf Association
Scouting Report 9-22-13
They have arrived!! Yes, the grubs have finally turned up and I have found some excellent examples this week
of efforts by our furry friends that love to dig and eat those juicy white grubs – it’s a pity that the efforts lead
to surfaces and remind me of mars. Mapping the problem locations out this year is crucial to next years
planning and making sure that you are managing water properly
Rainfall managed to hit most of us in the last week including central Illinois who were still hitting temperatures
above the 90 degree level. Temperatures seem to have moderated and hopefully soil temperatures will
follow. Wrapping up club events and looking towards the winter education may be on most peoples minds –
make sure you get involved in the conferences and seminars – there is no better way to stay current on
product safety and efficacy.
Climate:
Temperatures took a nose dive with lows reaching down into the high forties (Figure 1), and some light frost
may have been seen in northern part of the state late last week. This dragged soil temperatures below 70 °F
for 3 days and really took the pressure off turfgrass roots. There is a negative connotation with such a set of
low temperatures however for those who had aerified and were looking for recovery. Temperatures have
crept back up but the forecast for this week looks like only one day with a high close to 80 °F (currently!).
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Sunshine Course (Lemont - a southwest Chicago suburb)
Figure 1. Temperatures at Sunshine Course, Lemont, Illinois September 2013

Many of you commented that the rainfall was badly needed and last Sunday as I pushed a squeegee around
the 8th approach I thought long and hard about whether the rain was wanted or not! Regardless rain events
occurred 2-3 times for many of us this week (Figure 2). It really made a difference as there was a flush of salts
from the poor quality water generally found in the area followed by a pop as nutrients previously tied up
became available to turf.
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Sunshine Course (Lemont - a southwest Chicago suburb)
Figure 2. Precipitation at Sunshine course, Lemont IL, September 2013.

The moisture in the atmosphere did seem to have an effect on humidity levels and this may have had an
impact on one or two locations in relation to disease problems. Extended periods of high humidity will
undoubtedly push the plant to produce exudate and guttation water which seems to be a favorite source for
many diseases as far as moisture sources (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Humidity hours above 90% at Sunshine Course, Lemont, Illinois September 2013

The light intensity impacted recovery from aeration along with low temperatures this week with extremely
low light intensity levels combined with the low temperatures to slow down turf growth (Figure 4). The cloud
cover was the main driver for the lack of overall light on the 15 th of September. Forecast next week is for
sunny comfortable conditions and this should make up for any slow down you had this week in recovery.
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Figure 4. Daily light integrals at Sunshine Course, Lemont, Illinois September 2013
Temperatures in Peoria took a nose dive finally (Figure 5) and if you read Dr. Lee Millers reports you will see that soil
temperatures at University of Missouri have also taken a drop and that should have also occurred in central Illinois to
give many of you a certain amount of relief. Temperatures did climb for a day but it seems the early part of this week
will see a very big drop in temperatures with 48 being a possible low. However later in the week temperatures may
climb again but rain is also forecast at that time – so watch out for potential late season issues.
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Peoria CC, Central Illinois
Figure 5. Maximum and minimum air temperatures September 2013, Peoria CC, Peoria County, IL
Of greater importance was the fact that almost 0.5” of precipitation fell over the last week (Figure 6). This is not much of
a replacement but it really is the same as the statement that it is better than a kick in the behind. Later this week there is
currently forecast rainfall but it’s still hard to be certain of this occurring. Despite the rainfall plants still lost >0.6” of
water and so some irrigation was required.
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Figure 6. Daily evapotranspiration rates and rain fall September 2013, Peoria CC, Peoria County, IL
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Humidity levels for the most part meant that water loss was down – and wind speeds were most likely down
around the same time – decreasing the loss of water out of the plant. It’s always intriguing to look at how
evapotranspiration is predicted to completely shut down during a rain fail event (Figure 7).

Peoria CC, Central Illinois

Figure 7. Daily evapotranspiration rates and % relative humidity August 2013, at Peoria CC, Peoria County, IL

Disease:
From a disease standpoint, the extended periods of humidity along with cooler temperatures did seem to
throw some of the bentgrass out of sync and there were a possible range of problems that popped up this
week. Anthracnose has appeared and I have now seen it on the north side of the city and this week it was
down on the south side (Picture 1)
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Picture 1. Anthracnose hurting Poa annua on a golf cours ein Chicago this week.

A potential (unconfirmed as of yet) case of summer patch Magnaporthe poae did rear its ugly head on a green
that had high organic matter levels and had been wet since the rain began last Sunday Sept 15 th (Picture 2).
The disease attacks the bluegrasses predominantly and the problem here was on Poa annua and causing a lot
of damage. Core aerification will aid in the battle as will appropriate irrigation practices (deep infrequent).
Control products for the problem if considered should be used along with aerification to aid penetration into
the rootzone or at the very least irrigation post application is a must for efficacy.
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Picture 2. Potential case of summer patch on a chicago golf course this week.
Finally a possible case of yellow tuft Sclerophthora macrospora may have popped up on the north side (Picture
3). The disease which may casue dense tillering of turfgrasses is common to bentgrass and Poa. It will occur in
poorly drained areas with high compaction and overly used irrigation mosty.

Picture 3. Potential case of Yellow tuft on a chicago golf course this week.
Dollar spot has been causing problems still of course, but make sure and stay on top of potential issues.

Insects:
Cases of Japanese beetle Popillia japonica Newman popped up this week and the digging that came with them
was readily apparent (Picture 4).
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Picture 4. Japanese beetle larvae (l) on readily pulled up turf in a tug test. Damage caused by hungry skunks on
the right – therefore treatments may be a possible idea at this stage.
Weeds:
This week I noted some dandelion out there and also an early change in color of the crabgrass as the cooler
temperatures last week hit it. The onset of the cooler temperatures will kill many of the problem weeds so
some of you may consider it to be too late to apply control products.
Management strategy:
This week I will talk a little about shade management which you may fined pointless as leaves are starting to
fall. When you look at shade management remember the bottom line is that your turf wants to get more light
and this means it will elongate and push growth upwards rather than in a spreading manner. It leads to loss of
density and many problems such as water movement, a lack of wear recovery and with the extended periods
of reduced air movement. The excess moisture that may be found on leaves in shaded conditions can lead to
disease problems and a constant battle with how to manage the area. Cutting down the problem tree may be
the best fix but sometimes that is not possible – ensuring the sun hits the surface in the morning to help dry it
out is extremely important – if you cant do that – then consider a fan of some sort.
Research update:
Currently ongoing is the biosolid and slow release synthetic fertilizer project and our first set of clippings were
collected off the plots recently (Picture 5). This is a study being duplicated with Ohio State and Purdue. The
New Zealand Sports Turf Research Institute is currently preparing their phosphite products ahead of a global
collaboration between the CDGA, NZSTRI and a PI in Ireland. Finally proposals have been sent for snow mold
projects to two companies while there are two potential golf course sites set up. Compilation of data on warm
season grass responses to pigment applications has occurred and information is with some of the interested
parties.
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Picture 5. Biosolid testing at a golf course in Chicago this week.
FINALLY!!!!
The league table is similar to last week. Many of you correctly identified that Johnny standing on the spot for 2
hours practicing his putting left two nice marks.
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This week is not necessarily that fair but the question is what IS this?? Answers to enangle@cdga.org
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Dr. Lee Miller’s most recent report is linked below dated 9-19-13

http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/update09_19_13.cfm
As always if you have a question or query please do not hesitate to ask, and you can call or email.
Ed Nangle PhD
Director of Turfgrass Programs
Chicago District Golf Association
11855 Archer Ave
Lemont, IL 60439
P 630.685.2307
C 630.423.1925
Twitter @turfresearch
www.cdgaturf.org
enangle@cdga.org

